Over the last two decades since the first breakthrough discoveries, such as the use of imatinib for chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) and gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) sarcomas and trastuzumab for ErbB2-positive breast cancers there has been an explosion of knowledge as to our understanding of the molecular genetics of malignancies (1-3). The ready actionability of recurrent molecular alterations has led to a series of pivotal clinical studies establishing molecular testing to guide the management of many advanced malignancies yielding hope that ultimately genomic testing could allow accurate matching of targeted therapies driving improved outcomes across the board. Now 20 years past these initial sentinel events, tens of thousands of cancer genomes have been carefully mapped out through vast efforts such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)/International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC)/pediatric Cancer Genome Project (CGP) and many others (4). An array of molecularly focused basket and umbrella studies demonstrating a spectrum of benefits have been completed and our treatment focus unexpectedly but with renewed excitement has shifted towards tumor immunology—in essence, the epitome of molecular targeting. So today we are facing a scenario that is certainly more complex and layered and maybe less easily fulfilling than originally anticipated (5,6). However, it is a scenario that provides possibly even more hope than ever as to advancing the treatment of patients suffering from cancer through the best use of a dizzying range of biomarkers now available to the practicing clinician. The need indeed has never been more pressing for sounding boards such as Precision Oncology Tumor Boards to provide proper education and a forum for discussion about the optimal use of biomarker testing in a vast number of emerging clinical settings. It is for this very reason- to provide a global forum for dialogue and education—that we decided to establish a recurring Precision Oncology Tumor Board series.

As a brief introduction to this new series, let us review what we mean by precision oncology as a framework of clinical practice and research. The original discoveries of key actionable, “druggable” oncogenes set up an original school of thought of one gene- one drug associations, an idea yielding tremendous benefits in the molecular classification and management of advanced GIST, breast cancer, melanoma and non-small cell lung cancer amongst others (6). Indeed, molecular oncology completely transformed the landscape of advanced non-small cell lung cancer management where upfront testing for EGFR/ALK/ROS aberrations now is a must, closely followed by up and coming validated and emerging markers, such as B-Raf/MET/NTRK/RET and ErbB2 amongst others (7). These molecular subsets have opened the door for highly effective targeting by an emerging tapestry of generations of potent targeted drugs in fact making non-small cell lung cancer the poster child of molecular oncology. The case of colorectal carcinoma provides a very different facet where extended Ras testing can instruct the clinician to avoid ineffective, costly and somewhat toxic EGFR-targeting drugs for patients harboring alterations downstream of the targeted pathway—providing value-based optimal treatment selection, an equally important use of molecular testing (8).

Lastly, molecular testing quickly emerged as a key platform to provide insights into frequently molecularly definable acquired resistance alterations when using effective targeted therapies leading to the rapid emergence of powerful circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA)-based dynamic testing (9) and novel therapies addressing common resistance
mechanisms, such as for example EGFR T790M (10,11).

This initial flurry of discoveries led to a series of well-designed biomarker-driven studies yielding many great successes and some sobering failures of the one gene-one target era quickly reaching some level of saturation of checking out the low-hanging fruits of molecular oncology. The low frequency and cross-tumor distribution of many of the remaining alterations called for a series of powerful and novel designs such as basket and umbrella studies now starting to yield real dividends with primary endpoints having been reached in several Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice (MATCH) and Targeted Agent and Profiling Utilization Registry (TAPUR) study arms while outstanding molecular matching rates have been reported from Pediatric MATCH recently (12-14). Tumor-specific basket studies such as Lung Master Protocol (MAP), Beat acute myeloid leukemia (AML) provide ongoing opportunities for expanding molecular and now biomarker-driven immune oncology-based treatment arms (15,16) and adventurous efforts such as SHIVA, MOSCATO, IMPACT, I-PREDICT and WINTHER show the way as to molecular testing-based cohort studies demonstrating feasibility and initial promise of DNA, ctDNA and RNA-based testing and matching approaches (17-21). However, these studies also highlight some shortcomings of such approaches—uncommon alterations and limited number of available of drugs for now have set a cap on the overall success noted. In addition, beyond the first set of highly actionable alterations many more common recurring events have been a challenge to target, e.g., K-Ras/PIK3CA with some promising leads finally emerging even for these difficult to tackle molecular alterations (22,23). Indeed, very quickly the focus is also shifting towards biomarker-selection for neoadjuvant/curative approaches with the tremendous promise of early read-outs as well as possibly more definitive benefits.

While some saturation as to what can be achieved with molecularly targeted therapy has been noted, we should highlight the rapidly expanding horizon as to what actually should be considered molecular targeting. In addition to addressing drug sensitivities, now molecular testing can many times inform us as to primary and even more effectively acquired resistance mechanisms. Multigene panels and next generation sequencing approaches have opened our eyes onto critically important issues as to clonality and tumor heterogeneity (24,25). We are starting to recognize more complex molecular pathway signatures such as “BRCAness” and treatment associations with synthetic lethality (26,27). Lastly, our initial forays into immunotherapy have led to the rapid recognition of the need for a much more refined understanding of the tumor genome as a potential target for T cell recognition with the emergence of tumor mutation burden, specific mutational subsets, e.g., STK11, DNA repair defects such as MSI/POLE-D/E deficiency and specific neoantigen discovery—ultimately possibly contributing to further enhancement of cellular therapies, such as chimeric antibody receptor engineered T cell (CAR-T) and T cell receptor (TCR) approaches (28-32). Artificial intelligence is anticipated to make a major impact as well in the processing and analyses of the vast amount of complex information from our molecular biomarker assays. Of course, as we consider the great progress we have made in molecular discoveries leading to more effective treatment targeting, we would be amiss not to recognize the similarly powerful achievements noted in other areas—prognostication (e.g., Oncotype), molecular staging (HPV, ErbB2), treatment monitoring [ctDNA, circulating tumor cells (CTC) analyses], early detection (ctDNA) etc. (33-36).

The vast knowledge—accumulated and emerging—calls for a very strong investment in rapid and seamless information exchange and novel educational platforms to ensure that the requisite information as to optimized individual patient-level decisions is in fact readily available for the treating clinician (Figure 1). This particular educational niche is what our introductory series is hoping to help fill. In our view, the role of the Precision Oncology Tumor Board is to educate our global audience not just about particular biomarkers and molecularly targeted treatment approaches but hopes to help demonstrate effective ways to gather the necessary knowledge to enable the clinician to arrive at optimal treatment decisions when facing unique molecular findings. Therefore, our goal is to solicit submissions for this series consisting of actual cases that illustrate a particular scenario where molecular biomarkers can be utilized to optimize patient care. While the case or case series should be the foundation of the manuscripts, we anticipate authors will showcase then the best use of the highlighted biomarker with a concise but relevant review of the literature with appropriate highlighting of the level of evidence supporting key decisions and the informed selection from available treatment or decision options.

We launch this case series with the tremendous hope that it will be instructive and at the same time enjoyable to our readers—and even more importantly hoping that the communication exchange will ultimately fulfil the real
promise also leading to optimized treatment to patients. Well, isn’t that what any good Tumor Board should be about? Precisely!
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